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We will study the algebra of representative functions on the hyperalgebra 
of a semidirect product of algebraic groups over a field of characteristic p. 
We wish to express the algebra of representative functions in terms of the 
algebras of representative functions on the hyperalgebras of the factors of the 
semidirect product. Principally, we deal with two situations: The semidirect 
product of a group and a module for the group, and the semidirect product of 
a torus and a unipotent group. 
This study will be analogous to Hochschild’s study [1] of the structure ot 
the algebra of representative functions on the universal enveloping algebra of 
a semidirect sum of Lie algebras over a field of characteristic zero. There, for 
a Lie algebra I, that is the semidirect sum of an ideal K and a subalgebra Ii, 
the algebra X(L) of representative functions on the universal enveloping algebra 
of L is shown to be the tensor product of the algebra of representative functions 
R(I-I) and a subalgebra of the algebra of representative functions R(K), consisting 
of the functions that arc restrictions of representative functions in R(L). In the 
case where K is the radical of L, Hochschild gives the precise structure of this 
suhalgebra (Theorem 5 of [I]). 
The algebra of representative functions on the hyperalgebra of an alline 
algebraic group G may be regarded as the coordinate ring of an affinc group 
scheme, which we denote by G. There is an isomorphism between the category 
of finite-dimensional modules for the hyperalgebra by(G) and the category of 
finite-dimensional rational G-modules [2]. Instead of speaking of hy(G))mtrdulrs 
and tensor product decompositions of the algebra of representative functions 
on by(G), we may speak of G-modules and decompositions of the group scheme 
G. We will call G simply the rmering group of G. 
Our first goal is to show that the covering group G of a scmidirect product 
G : K x H is the semidirect product of i? and the canonical image of f in 6’. 
The coordinate ring of the image of J? in G is the image of O(G), the coordinate 
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ring of G, in O(R), the coordinate ring of R. We give the following formal 
characterization: The image of O(G) in O(g) is the locally finite part of O(R) 
under the operation of H on O(R) that is induced from the inner operation of H 
on K. This shows that the interplay of Hand K limits the class of representative 
functions on by(K) that are restrictions of representative functions on by(G). 
The semidirect product decomposition of G is established in a way that is 
formally identical with the way used in [ 1] to show the corresponding decomposi- 
tion of R(L). 
Our second goal is to provide specific information in two situations: (1) the 
semidirect product of a simply connected semisimple group H and a module &I 
for H, (2) the semidirect product of a torus T and a unipotent group U, where 
the product is a Bore1 subgroup of a semisimple group. In the first case, the 
covering group of G = M 8 His the semidirect product of a simply connected 
group and the covering group of the maximal H-trivial quotient of M (Theorem 
5.1). For us, a group is simply connected when the algebra of representative 
functions on the hyperalgebra of the group coincides with the coordinate ring 
of the group. When the group is not simply connected, the representative 
functions that are outside the coordinate ring of the group come from non- 
rational representations of the hyperalgebra (see [2]). Theorem 5.1 shows that 
the only nonrational contribution to the representation theory of the hyper- 
algebra of G = M x H comes from the maximal H-trivial quotient of M. 
The proof of the theorem uses a proposition of Takeuchi’s [6]. 
In the second case, the covering group of G = U x T is the semidirect 
product of ?Y and F. The unipotent piece of G contributes nothing beyond 
itself to the covering group, and the covering of the torus provides the nonrational 
contribution to the representation theory of the hyperalgebra of G. 
On the way to establishing the formal characterization of the image of O(G) 
in O(K), we show in Section 2 that the inner action of G on O(G) gives O(G) the 
structure of a rational G-module. For this, we use the result of Takeuchi’s that 
says that the kernel of the canonical covering map G --f G lies in the center of G. 
There we provide a transparent proof of this proposition. 
Moss Sweedler suggested work to me on representative functions on the 
hyperalgebra in characteristic p along the line of Hochschild’s work. 
NOTATION 
G is a connected affine algebraic group over an algebraically closed field of 
characteristic p. O(G) is the coordinate ring of G and O(G)* is the algebra dual 
to the coalgebra O(G). Let Gi be the ith infinitesimal neighborhood of 1 in G, that 
is, the kernel of the ith power of the Frobenius morphism of G; let O(Gi) be its 
coordinate ring. The hyperalgebra by(G) of G is the subalgebra Ui O(Gi)* 
of O(G)*, where the embedding of O(Gi)* in O(G)* is induced from the inclusion 
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map Gi c+ G. by(G)-’ denotes the kernel of the map by(G) - k, evaluation at 
lo(e) . G denotes the inductive limit of the family {Gi}i in the category of affine 
group schemes (see [3]). The coordinate ring O(G) of G is the space hy(G)s of 
representative functions on by(G), that is, functions on by(G) of the type f o p, 
where p: by(G) + End(V) is a finite-dimensional representation of by(G) and 
f~ (End(V))*. 
The hyperalgebra hy(G”) of Gi is O(Gi)*. The inclusion maps {Gi c+ G>i 
induce a covering map z+: G + G; the inclusion map Gi c+ G corresponds to 
a map V? . O(G) -+ O(Gi) on coordinate rings. 
There is an isomorphism between the category of finite-dimensional rational 
G-modules, and the category of finite-dimensional by(G)-modules [2]. A 
by(G)-module V is called locally finite if V is the union of finite-dimensional 
by(G)-submodules. A G-module I’ is called rational if V is the union of finite- 
dimensional rational G-submodules. The isomorphism of categories evidently 
extends to an isomorphism between the category of rational G-modules and the 
category of locally finite by(G)-modules. 
The group G will be called simply connected if the covering map w G - G 
is an isomorphism. Then G is simply connected if and only if G has no nontrivial 
etale coverings [3]. G is not simply connected if and only if there are finite- 
dimensional representations of by(G) w ic are not rational G-modules [2]. h’ h 
I. THE HYPERALGEBRA OF A SEMIDIRECT PRODUCT OF GROUPS 
Let G = K x H be the semidirect product of connected affine algebraic 
groups K and H, where K is a normal factor. The subgroup inclusions K C+ G 
and H c+ G induce inclusions of the hyperalgebras by(H) CA by(G) and 
WK) cd by(G). 
The multiplication map by(K) @ by(H) -j by(G) is a linear isomorphism. 
Proof. The infinitesimal neighborhoods are related by Gk = Ki y Hi. In 
fact, the Frobenius morphismF,; of G is F, x FH , and so Ker F,;’ =- Ker FKi x 
Ker FJ. 
We show that hy(Ki) @ hy(Hi) dmuit. hy(Gi) is a linear isomorphism for 
each i. Since O(Gi) = O(Ki) @ O(Hi), th ere is the canonical linear isomorphism 
O(Ki)* @ O(Hi)* +@ O(Gi)* given by $(f @g)(a @ b) =-: f(a) g(b), for 
for a E O(Ki), b E O(Hi), f E O(Ki)*, and g E O(Hi)*. On the other hand, the 
image off in O(Gi)* has the value zero over O(Ki) O(Hi)-, and the image of g 
in O(Gi)* has the value zero over O(Ki)-+ O(Hi). It follows that (fg)(ab), which 
equals (f @ g)(rl(ab)) by definition, equals f (a) g(b) (cf. Section 3, formula (3)). 
Therefore, CJ!J is multiplication, and the claim is established. Furthermore, 
since by(G) = (Jj hy(Gi) and by(K) @ by(G) = Uj hy(Ki) @ hy(Hi), by(K) @ 
bW -muIt. by(G) is a linear isomorphism. 
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2. THE INNER ACTION OF (? ON O(e) 
The (right) inner action of G on itself induces a (left) rational module structure 
for G on its coordinate ring O(G) as 0 f 11 ows: (g *f)(h) = f(g-lhg), for g, h E G, 
and f~ O(G). The inner action of G on the normal subgroup Gj induces the 
structure of a rational G-module on O(Gj), which we will denote by i: G --f 
GI(O(Gj)). Then i 0 w G - GZ(O(Gj)) is a rational representation of G. Ker QT 
acts trivially on O(Gj). 
PROPOSITION [5]. The kernel of r: G -+ G is contained in the center of e. 
Proof. First, we show that the map O(G) +nj O(Gj) is a morphism of 
G-modules, or equivalently, a morphism of by(G)-modules, by the isomorphism 
of categories that is given in the notation section. Gj c-t G evidently commutes 
with the inner action of G” for any n. Hence, O(G) + O(Gj) is a Gn-module 
morphism, and equivalently, an hy(G”)- module morphism, and so an hy(G)- 
module morphism. (Incidentally, the fact that O(&) + O(Gi) is a G-module 
morphism implies that the kernel of the map is G-stable, and so, that Gj is a 
normal subgroup of G.) 
The projection maps {l& O(Gj) ---f O(Gj)}, separate the points of the 
projective limit of algebras @J O(Gj). The maps {O(G) +?i~ O(Gj)}, induce an 
injective map O(G) + lim O(Gj) [2], and so they separate the points of O(G). 
Consequently, for any finite-dimensional G-submodule V of O(G), there is 
an index i such that O(G) --txi O(Gi) maps v injectively. Then V and ni(V) 
are isomorphic as G-modules. Therefore, we have the following four facts: 
The operation of G on V factors through 7: G -+ G, the inner operation 
of G on O(G) factors through n: G --f G, the center of G contains the kernel 
of Z-, and O(G) is a rational G-module. 
We state the last conclusion as a corollary to the proposition. 
C‘OROLL.~RY. The inner action of G on O(e) makes O(e) into a rational 
G-module. 
3. THE IMAGE OF O(e) IN O(K) 
Let G = K x H be the semidirect product of Section 1. The inclusion map 
K c+i G induces a map 2^: & -j G. p: O(G) --f O(R) denotes the corresponding 
map on coordinate rings. 
The right inner action of H on I< stabilizes each of the characteristic subgroups 
Ki, and so it induces an action of H on R by group scheme automorphisms. 
Thus H operates on O(R) on the left by Hopf algebra automorphisms. 
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THEOREM. The image of O(G) in O(g) is the locally jinite part of O(K) for 
the operation of H. 
Denote the locally finite part of O(K) for the operation of H by OLf . 
Proof. The (right) inner action of e on e induces the structure of a rational 
left G-module on O(e) by the proposition of Section 2. O(e) is then a rational 
H-module by restriction. 
The inner action of H on Ki and Gi commutes with the inclusion map 
Ki C-t GZ. Therefore, the induced action of H on & and e commutes with 
the map k --tt e, and so p: O(G) 4 O(R) is a morphism of H-modules. 
Therefore, the image p(O(G)) of th e rational H-module O(c) is rational, and 
p(O(&)) C Ott . It remains to show that Olf C p(O(e)). 
Following the procedures of Hochschild in [I], we give OLf the structure of 
a rational &module. The left translation operation of & on O(R) is given by 
(h . a)(b) = a(bh), for b, h E l?, and a E O(k). We show that this operation 
stabilizes Olf . 
Take a E OLf , and let A = C ai @ a; be the coproduct of a in O(R), where 
{a;) is a linearly independent set. Since H operates on O(k) by coalgebra auto- 
morphisms, the coproduct A of O(R) satisfies the formula d(h . a) = C h . ai @ 
h a; for h E H. Let V be the finite-dimensional H-submodule of O(x) that is 
generated by a. By the formula, h . ai lies in the finite-dimensional &-submodule 
of O(R) that is generated by I/. Therefore, a, generates a finite-dimensional 
H-submodule of O(R), ai lies in O,, , and Ocf is a R-submodule of O(R). 
The respective operations1 of H and R on Olf , restricted to the subgroups Hi 
and Ki, combine to give Olf the structure of a rational Hi 5 P-module. In 
this way, O,, becomes a locally finite module for the family (Ki x Hi}i , and so 
O,, is a locally finite by(G)-module. In this way, O,, is a rational G-module 
Let aE O,, . The map h: by(G) ---f R given by f E+ (f. a)(lh,cK,) lies in 
O(e) = hy(G)O, since it is a representative function for by(G) on the finite- 
dimensional by(G)-submodule of O,, that is generated by a. We will see that 
the image of h under p is a. The operation of by(K) on O(R) that is induced 
from the operation of by(G) on O(R) is given by (f . a)(g) =: a(gf), for 
a E O(R), and f, g E by(K). Th e image of h under p is the restriction of h to 
by(K) : h(f) = (f a)(lhycK)) = a (lhycK) .f)-a(f), for f E by(K). Therefore, 
a 6 P(O(Q)). 
4. THE SEMIDIRECT PRODUCT DECOMPOSITION OF THE GROUP & = (K y H)^ 
2^: I? -+ e is induced from the inclusion map K C+ G, and 6: e + I? is 
induced from the projection map V: G ---f H. Let i = ii*: O(B) - O(e) be the 
corresponding map on coordinate rings. J’ is injective since there is a section to 6. 
1 See Note added in proof at end of paper. 
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PROPOSITION. e is the semidirect product of i(R) and A. 
Proof. We follow [l] in producing the required tensor product decomposition 
O(G) = O(A) @ 0(;(R)). By the theorem of Section 3, we have that 0(2(R)) = 
P(O(O = O,f. 
Define a map 4: O,r + O(G) by $(a)(f) = (f . a)(lhytK)), for f~ by(G) and 
a E O,, . By the work at the end of Section 3, we have that p 0 4 = Id. The 
following formulas are required. 
(1) 4(b) = 0 over by(G)+ . by(K), for b E O,? . 
(2) j(a) = 0 over by(H) . by(K)+, for a E Ozf . 
(3) (j(a) . W)(fg) = Hf 1 . TV)(& for f E bW and g E bW)- 
Proof. (1) The inner operation of H on K induces an operation of H on 
by(K) by Hopf algebra automorphisms. The operation is trivial on the subalgebra 
k of by(K). Therefore, under the induced (right) operation of by(H) on by(K), 
by(H) acts on R by the augmentation map of by(H), i.e., lhytK) . f = f (loo,)), 
for f E by(H). Therefore, for f E by(H)+ and g E by(K), $(b)(fg) = 
((fg) ’ b)(lhykd = k ' b)(lhy(K) ‘f) = (g ’ b)(f(lO(&) = O* 
(2) Since the composition K + G +V H maps K to lH , by(K) + 
by(G) +hy(n) by(H) is zero on by(K)+. Therefore, by(n) is zero on by(H) . 
by(K)+. Since j equals hy(rr)O: hy(H)O -+ hy(G)O, j(a) is zero over by(H) - 
by(K)+, for a E O(A). 
(3) For f E by(H)+ and g E by(K)+, Af = f @ 1 + 1 @f + t, where t 
lies in by(H)+ @ by(H)+, and dg=g@l+l@g+t’, where t’ lies in 
b(K)+ 0 hyW)+. Therefore, (j(a) M))(fg) = Ma) 0 4(b))(df dg) = Ma) 0 
4(Q)(f Og), by (I) and (3 =i(4( f) $(b)(g). Formula (3), for any f 6 b(H) 
and g E by(K), follows immediately from this verification. 
Let m be the multiplication map of O(G). We will show that the map 
m o (j 04): O(A) @ O(f(@) + O(G) is an isomorphism of algebras, and that 
j(O(@) is a sub-Hopf algebra of O(G). This will establish the proposition. 
In fact, we need only check that 4 is an algebra map, and that m 0 (j @ 4) is 
bijective. 
By formula (1) +(ab) is determined by its behavior on by(K): $(ab) IhycK) = 
f(+(abN = do. d(a) 544 is also determined by its behavior on by(K) : 
$(a) 4(b) Ihy(K) = d+(a) 4(b)) = ab. Therefore, 4(ab) = #(a)$@), and C is an 
algebra map. 
Injectiuity of m o (j 04). Let C ai @ bi lies in O(A) @ 0($(R)), where {bJ 
is linearly independent. Suppose that m o (j @ c$)(C ai @ b,)(fg) = 0 for all 
f E by(H) and gE by(K). By f ormula (3), m 0 ( j 0 9WC ai 0 W(fg) = 
C j(aJ(f) 4(&)(g). Therefore, Cj(aJ( f) +(bi) = 0 over by(K). Since p 0 4 = Id, 
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d, is injecti\-e and {+(bi)} is independent. Therefore, i(q) 0 over by(H) and 
a, := 0 for all i. 
Surjectkity of m 0 (j @ 4). Let Ah = C h, @ 12: bc the coproduct of 
h E O(G). Forfr by(H) and g t by(K), h(fg) = x h,(f) hi(g), by the definition 
of the product in by(G), 
=- Ci(k Ihdd(f) . cbP(U‘~)> 
2 WC l7,,~~~)(M4Mr), bv formula (3). 
‘l’hercforc, IL Cj(/z, ihycH) (+p)(h;) and h lies in the image of T~Z (j * a). 
5. Let t: II - GI(M) be a finite-dimensional representation of a 
connected affine algebraic group H. As an algebraic group, .lI is the direct 
product of dim(M)-copies of the additive group. Let M x H be the semidirect 
product relative to t, i.e., (m, h) . (m’, h’) == (m f t(h)(m’), hh’), for m, WZ’ E AI, 
and h, 11’ c II. We will look more closely at the operation, introduced in Section 3, 
of H on O(,Q). 
The right inner action of H on M, (m, h) - h-imh = t(hm’)(m), for h c II 
and nl t .;II, induces the following operation of H on O(M) S(Mx), the 
symmetric algebra on the dual space of !12: For f E O(M), (II . .f)(rrz) 
f(h-Wz) f(f(h-r)(m)). In particular, the operation of H on M” is the contra- 
gradient to the operation of H on M, and E-I operates on S(M”) by Hopf algebra 
automorphisms. The operation of H on S(M*) d in uces an action on the family 
{s(nd*),‘Jzx”~“‘s(nl”)),, , which in turn gives an action of 11 on the projective 
limit of algebras lim S(~~*)j~il*(~“)S(l*), which is a power series ring in the 
set of variables of a basis of AT*. H stabilizes the subalgebra O(A) of 
lim S(M*)/M*(P”)S(M*). - 
Let .C- be the group scheme whose coordinate ring is Or,, the locally finite 
part of O(h) under the operation of H. The theorem of Section 3 says that 
(M y H)^ --= U y I?. 
Examples 
5.1. If JI is a finite-dimensional H-module which has the trivial Il-module 
k as a homomorphic image, then the covering (AZ ,: N)^ -+ JZ ,: /I has 
nontrivial kernel, and the hyperalgebra of M x N has nonrational finite- 
dimensional representations. (See the theorem below.) 
We give an example of this situation for 11 SZC1, , n-hen the characteristic 
of k is not 3. For V, , the irreducible SI,-module of highest weight 
A, m-1. ( p --- 2) A, , the cohomology group Hr(SZ:, , I; @ (Id”‘))“) = htsr,(k, 
I’l @) (Id(n))*) is nonzero [4]. If M is the S&module corresponding to a nonzero 
element of the cohomology group, then AZ x Sl, is not simply connected. 
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Let V be a finite-dimensional module for a connected affine algebraic group G, 
and let N be the minimal submodule of V such that V/N is G-trivial. 
THEOREM. If G is a semisimple, simply connected group, then (I,- ;< G)^ = 
(N y G) y (V/N)^, and O((V x G)^) = O(N) @ O(G) @ O((F7/1Lr)^). 
Proof. CT x G is the semidirect product (N x G) x (IT/N), and so 
(V y G)^ = z^((N y G)^) y (V/N)-. S’ mce G is semisimple and connected, 
Ext,(k, k) = (0) for the trivial module k. It follows that there is no proper 
submodule N’ of N such that N/N’ is G-trivial, since otherwise, I-/N is 
G-trivial. Hence, (N*)G = (0), and by Takeuchi’s work [6, Sect. 51, A’ T G is 
simply connected. Therefore, z^(N x G)^) = z^(N x G) = N y G. 
In the example above for SZ, , (M x SZ.J^ = (I’i @ ((ld)o’))” y NC,) y I;, 
since I’r 6; ((A?)(r’))* is an irreducible SZ,-module. 
Comparison with Hochschild’s Theorem 5 [l]. There, the Lie algebra I, is the 
semidirect product of its radical A with a Levi factor S, over a field of charac- 
teristic zero. The algebra of representative functions on the universal enveloping 
algebra of L is the tensor product of three factors. These are the algebra of 
representative functions on the Lie algebra of the Levi factor, the subalgebra 
of the representative functions on the universal enveloping algebra of [tl, L] 
of functions coming from nilpotent representations, and the algebra of represen- 
tative functions on the universal enveloping algebra of Lj[L, L]. In the tensor 
product decomposition of 0(( C’ 3 G)^) in the theorem, the analogs of the factors 
above are, respectively, O(G), O(N), and O((G’/N)*). The analogy is rather 
exact since the commutator subgroup [I’ x G, I’ x G] := N x G and 1. \< G/ 
[I’ x G, I’ x G] = V/N, and since [ li, CY x G] := N. 
5.2. Let B be a Bore1 subgroup of a semisimple, affine algebraic group G. 
B is the semidirect product of its unipotent radical U and a torus T. By Proposi- 
tion 14.4 of [7], ti is the direct product G, ... U, of varieties where 
(1) Ui is a subgroup of U that is isomorphic to the additive group k. 
(2) The inner action of T on U stabilizes each Ui and T acts on CT, = k 
via a character 0~~ (see the remark after Proposition 14.4 of [7]). ai is not the 
character I. 
Take the derived series of U, U3 D(U) r) D”(U) 1 “‘; by the proposition 
from [7], each term of the derived series is the product of a certain collection of 
the li, Order the Ui so that U, ... Vi -:= Dj(U). 
THEOREM. The cooering group & of B is the semidirect product of I7 and ?“. 
Proof. Lrl ... lJ+, is a normal subgroup of U since U/ZY( U) is hbelian and 
D’(U) c 7,; ... u,L+l . U x T is the semidirect product (U, ... C-,,+,) x 
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(U, x T), and so (U x T)^ = z^((U, ... U,-,)^) x (U, x T)^. First we prove 
that (U, x T)^ = U, x F. Denote 01, by A. 
We have the containments 0( U,) = k[x] C 0( t?J C k[[x]] = lim k[x]/ 
(x”“). The operation of T on 0( on) is given by t . C aixi = C a,h(t)-i a+. If 
k C a# is a T-stable line in the rational T-module Orf, the locally finite part 
of 0( CT:,) under the operation of T, then t C ai9 = P(t) C a$, where ,L3 is the 
character of the line. Therefore, if ui f 0, then A(t = /3(t) for all t; hence, 
either uj := 0 forj #= i (and the line lies in R[x]) or there is an index n +- 0 such 
that Xn = 1. However, the character group of T is a free Abelian group, and 1 is 
the only character of finite order. Therefore, since h # 1, all the T-stable lines 
of O,, lie in O(U,,), and Orf = O(U,). 
By induction on n, we may assume that ((U, ... U,L--l) x T)^ ( LLl ... 
U12..l) x p. Hence, the locally finite part of O((U, ... UY,..$) under the 
operation of T is O(U, ... U,-,). Thus, z”((U, ... ?Y,-,)^) = U, ... L:,,+, , and 
the proof of the theorem is complete. 
iVote udded in proof. M. Takeuchi has informed me that the proof is incomplete 
without an account of the rationality of the operation of H on Ozf. We can see that Oli 
is rational as follows. The hyperalgebra by(K) is a rational H-module for the operation 
of H on hy(Ki), dual to the operation on O(W). The operation of H on O(g) = hy(K)O C 
by(K)* is the dual operation. The rationality of O,, follows from the fact: If V is a rational 
H-module, then the locally finite part of V* and the rational part of V* coincide with 
each other and with {f E V* i .f = 0 on some cofinite H-submodule of IT:. 
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